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1. (A) Introduction

1.1 CIVICUS is a global alliance of civil society organisations and activists dedicated to strengthening citizen action and civil society around the world. Founded in 1993, we proudly promote marginalised voices, especially from the Global South, and have members in more than 170 countries throughout the world.

1.2 The Movement of the Amazigh of Tunisia is a group of human rights defenders of the Berber community in Tunisia, campaigning for the recognition of their right as indigenous people.

1.3 In this document, CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia examine the Government of Tunisia’s compliance with its international human rights obligations to create and maintain a safe and enabling environment for civil society. Specifically, we analyze Tunisia’s fulfillment of the rights to freedom of association, assembly, and expression and unwarranted restrictions on human rights defenders (HRDs) since its previous UPR examination in May 2012. To this end, we assess Tunisia’s implementation of recommendations received during the 2nd UPR cycle relating to these issues and provide a number of specific, action-orientated follow-up recommendations.

1.4 During the 2nd UPR cycle, the Government of Tunisia received twelve recommendations relating to the freedom of association, peaceful assembly, expression and the protection of Human Rights Defenders (HRDs). Of these recommendations, eleven were accepted and one was noted. An evaluation of a range of legal sources and human rights documentation addressed in subsequent sections of this submission demonstrate that the Government of Tunisia has fully implemented three recommendations, partially implemented five recommendations and has not implemented three recommendations relating to the above freedoms. While the government has made significant strides in guaranteeing fundamental rights in the 2014 Constitution, the government has failed to effectively address certain restrictions on the above mentioned rights/ civic space since its last UPR examination, acute implementation gaps were found with regard to the freedom of expression and peaceful assembly, with certain restrictive pre-revolution laws still in place.

1.5 CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia are deeply concerned by the legal and extra-legal restrictions that stifle the freedom of expression in the country, more specifically legal provisions that criminalise defamation, overbroad definitions in the anti-terrorism legislation and the number of attacks against journalists and media workers.
1.6 CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia are further alarmed by restrictive pre-revolution legislation that impedes the freedom of assembly.

- In Section B, CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia examine Tunisia’s implementation of UPR recommendations and compliance with international human rights standards concerning freedom of association.
- In Section C, CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia examine Tunisia’s implementation of UPR recommendations and compliance with international human rights standards related to the protection of human rights defenders, civil society activists and journalists.
- In Section D, CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia examine Tunisia’s implementation of UPR recommendations and compliance with international human rights standards concerning freedom of expression, independence of the media and access to information.
- In Section E, CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia examine Tunisia’s implementation of UPR recommendations and compliance with international human rights standards related to freedom of assembly.
- In Section F, CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia make a number of recommendations to address the concerns listed.

2. (B) Freedom of association

2.1 During Tunisia’s examination under the 2\textsuperscript{nd} UPR cycle, the government received three recommendations on the right to freedom of association and creating an enabling environment for civil society organizations (CSOs). Among other recommendations, the government committed to ensuring the fundamental freedom of association into the new Constitution and to guarantee in law and in practice the freedom of association, in conformity with the ICCPR. Of the recommendations received, the government accepted all three recommendations. Two of these recommendations were fully implemented, while the recommendation to guarantee in law and in practice the freedom of association was partially implemented.

2.2 Article 35 of the 2014 Constitution guarantees the right to freedom of association. Moreover, article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), to which Tunisia is a state party, also guarantees freedom of association. However, despite these commitments and the recent adoption of progressive legislation governing freedom of association, implementation gaps persist which prevents full realisation of this freedom. In addition, concerns persist regarding the invocation of national security and anti-terrorism measures to unwarrantedly suspend and dissolve associations.
2.3 While decree-law 2011-88, adopted following Tunisia’s 2011 pro-democracy civil uprising, creates an enabling legal framework governing the formation and operation of civil society organisations (CSOs), the State’s failure to ensure full operationalisation of the law, coupled with extra-legal barriers, imposes barriers to the realisation of freedom of association, including1:

- (1) Discretion endowed to the General Directorate of Associations which has enabled it to request prospective CSOs, specifically those working on citizenship promotion, fight against corruption, transparency and monitoring, to change their goals and mission.
- (2) The absence of regional directorates which leaves scores of associations outside the capital, Tunis, without direct access to the registration authority;
- (3) Undue delays in the registration of associations due to administrative hurdles such as the refusal of the Official Printing House to publish the announcement of an association’s formation in the Official Gazette of Tunisia without an acknowledgement of receipt, in violation of article 11 of the decree-law 2011-88 which states that the announcement should be published 30 days after the prospective association sends its registered letter requesting its formation.2

2.4 Despite these laudable legislative advancements, we remain alarmed by the unwarranted invocation of the State’s duty to preserve national security and combat terrorism to suspend and dissolve associations, in violation of article 33 of decree-law 2011-88, which dictates that associations may only be suspended or dissolved following a judicial decision.3 On 22 July 2014, after 15 soldiers were killed and more than 20 wounded in a terrorist attack on 16 July 2014 near Mount Chaambi, the government send suspension notices to more than 150 associations suspected of allegedly having ties to terrorists, in contravention of judicial safeguards of decree-law 2011-88.4

2.5 In light of the above, there have been calls, from the government and some CSOs, to amend decree-law 2011-88 to protect genuine associations from groups that may have been used to support terrorism, but introducing national security and counterterrorism provisions into the decree-law on associations could lead to

---

1 Anwar Mnasri (September 2016). Enabling Environment National Assessment of Civil Society in Tunisia.
2 Ibid.
3 Article 45 of the decree-law outlines a gradual approach: (1) a formal notice from the Government Secretary General to the association of the infraction, which gives the association 30 days to remedy the infractions; (2) a suspension of 30 days, decided by the Tribunal of First Instance of Tunis, at the request of the government and finally (3) the dissolution of the association by a decision of the same Tribunal if the infraction(s) were not remedied.
violations of the freedom of association as is provided for in Tunisia’s 2014 Constitution and the ICCPR.

2.6 LGBTI organisations have been subject to various forms of harassment, including judicial harassment. On 4 January 2016, LGBTI organisation Shams, received a notice regarding its suspension for 30 days for allegedly violating article 16 of decree-law 2011-88, after a complaint was filed against the organisation by Attorney General, Kamel Hedhili. The complaint stated that Shams’ activity of openly campaigning for LGBTI rights, the association was deviating from their statutes. On 23 February 2016, the Tunis First Instance Tribunal overturned the suspension order imposed against Shams.

3. (C) Harassment, intimidation and attacks against human rights defenders, civil society activists and journalists

3.1 Under Tunisia’s previous UPR examination, the government received one recommendation regarding the protection of human rights defenders, journalists and civil society representatives, which was not implemented.

3.2 Article 12 of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders mandates states to take necessary measures to ensure protection to human rights defenders. The ICCPR further guarantees the freedoms of expression, association and peaceful assembly. Additionally, article 7 of decree-law 2011-88, states that “the State shall make all necessary arrangements to guarantee that each person receives the protection of competent authorities against any violence, threat, vengeance actually or legally damaging, discrimination or pressure, or any other coercive measure as a result of the legal exercise of the above indicated rights by this decree”. However, in spite of these protections, human right defenders, especially those active in the field of LGBTI rights, have been subject to harassment and threats.

3.3 Mr. Bouhdid Belhedi, an LGBTI activist, affiliated with the above mentioned LGBTI advocacy organisation, Shams, was physically attacked on 29 August 2016 in central

---


Tunis by an unidentified attacker who was shouting homophobic slurs. Mr Belhedi was previously attacked on 27 April 2016, by a group of three men in Belhedi's hometown of Hammamet, and was further subject to death threats in response to an interview that he gave on Nesma TV in June 2015. The vice-president of Shams, Mr. Hedi Sahly, has also been subject to death threats. However, despite these threats and legitimate concern for Mr. Sahly's safety, his request for individual protection from the Ministry of Interior has been rejected.

3.4 On several occasions, security forces have intimidated and harassed journalists for covering terrorist attacks or anti-government protests. In one episode, at least 5 journalists were physically assaulted on 6 June 2015 during the “winou el pétrole” protests, in Tunis, demanding government transparency in the management of natural resources. In addition, Nabil Ben Ouezdou, journalist for Ech Chourouk, was physically attacked on 11 July 2014 by two police officers while covering a protest in Djerba in opposition to the reopening of a landfill. Several journalists, including Amira Mohamed of Mosaik FM and Ramzi Hfaiedh of Dubai TV, were subject to unwarranted physical force by police officers while covering the direct aftermath of the 24 November 2015 terrorist attack in Tunis, in which 12 people were killed. Security forces responsible for these assaults and harassment were not held to account.

3.5 National and international watchdog groups have also documented a worrying spate of attacks against journalists by state and non-state actors since Tunisia's last UPR examination. According to civil society group, the Tunis Center for Press Freedom, there were 277 reported attacks against journalists between October 2013 and


September 2014. This trend has continued in 2015 with 26 separate incidences documented in April 2015 alone, affecting 51 media workers and 24 separate attacks, including verbal and physical attacks and judicial harassment, against a total of 31 journalists in March 2015 following the terrorist attack at the Bardo National Museum, in Tunis.

4. (D) Freedom of expression, independence of the media and access to information

4.1 Under the 2nd UPR cycle, the Government of Tunisia received ten recommendations relating to freedom of expression and access to information. For example, the government pledged to guarantee the freedom of expression in the Constitution and to take measures to ensure that the national legislation affecting the realisation of freedom of expression is fully aligned with international human rights obligations. Of the recommendations received, nine were accepted and one was noted. Although the freedom of expression is guaranteed in the 2014 Constitution, the government did not take sufficient measures to fully implement the other recommendations.

4.2 Article 19 of the ICCPR guarantees the right to freedom of expression and opinion. Article 31 of the 2014 Constitution of the Republic of Tunisia also guarantees the rights to freedom of opinion, thought, expression, information and publication and also guaranteeing that these rights shall not be subject to prior censorship. However, in policy and practice, a number of pre-revolution criminal laws and new anti-terrorism legislation continues to undermine the exercise of freedom of expression.

4.3 We welcome Tunisia signing the Arab Declaration on Media Freedom on 26 August 2016. The Declaration makes commitments to the principles of media freedom, independent journalism and the right to information, and sets out 16 principles in order to achieve the highest international standards of media freedom.

4.4 Several provisions of the 1968 Criminal Code unduly restrict freedom of expression, including the criminalisation of defamation. Articles 245 and 247 of the Criminal Code penalise defamation of an individual or state institutions with a prison sentence up to 6 months and a fine of 240 dinars (approximately 109 USD), while slander can be punished by a one year in prison and a fine of 240 dinars (articles 246 and 247).

---

Additionally, under article 248 false allegations against members of an administrative or judicial authority is punishable by a prison sentence from 2 to 5 years and a fine of 720 dinars (approximately 327 USD). According to article 128, the attribution of illegal acts to a public official related to his or her function, without proving its veracity, is punishable by a prison sentence of two years and a fine of 120 dinars (approximately 109 USD). Additionally, article 91 of Tunisia’s Code of Military Justice authorizes up to three years imprisonment for anyone who “commits ... outrages against the flag or the army, offenses against the dignity, reputation or morale of the army, or acts to undermine military discipline, obedience and due respect to superiors or criticizes the action of military hierarchy or the military officers, offending their dignity.” Finally, we also remain concerned by article 86 of the 2001 Telecommunication Code or Law 2001-1of 15 January 2001 which provides that “anyone who intentionally causes harm to others or disturbs their quietude through public telecommunication networks is punishable by one-to-two year imprisonment”.

### 4.5

The above provisions on defamation and slander have been used to silence critical voices, including bloggers and journalists, despite the existence of provisions in decree-law 2011-115 of 2 November 2011, which only dictates fines for defamation. On 8 March 2013, blogger Olfa Riahi was charged under articles 245 and 128 of the Criminal Code and article 86 of the Telecommunication Code for publishing, in December 2012, information on abuse of public funds by the former Minister of Foreign Affairs Rafik Abdessalem. Moreover, on 2 September 2013, rappers “Weld El 15” or Alaa Yaakoubi and “Klay BBJ” were sentenced in absentia to one year and nine months on charges of insulting officials, violating good morals and defamation, under the Criminal Code. The charges relate to a song performed during the festival of Hammamet on 22 August 2013. While Weld El 15’s sentence was reduced to a suspended six months prison sentence on appeal, in December 2013 he was re-sentenced to 4 months in prison.

### 4.6

Activist and blogger Yassine Ayari was tried on charges of defamation against military officers for criticising the Minister of Defence and other military personnel, on Facebook. He was sentenced to one-year in prison in January 2015 by the Military

---

17 Amended by Law 2008-1 of 8 January 2008
18 Articles 54-59
Criminal Court for violating the Military Justice Code regarding defamation. Mr Ayari’s sentence was reduced to 6 months on appeal and he was released after serving half of the sentence.

4.7 In addition to criminal defamation charges, the government has used anti-terrorism legislation to persecute bloggers and journalists. Nourredine Mbarki, the editor-in-chief of the online media outlet Akher Khabar Online, was charged on 8 July 2015 with complicity in an act of terrorism under article 18 of the 2003 Anti-Terrorism Law which carries a prison sentence from 5 to 12 years for publishing a photograph of a car transporting gunman, Seifeddine Rezgui, who killed 39 people in a terrorist attack at a beach in the city of Sousse. In August 2015, the government enacted a new anti-terrorism law - Organic Law 2015-26 of 7 August 2015 - on the combat against terrorism and money-laundering, replacing the 2003 anti-terrorism law, Law 2003-75 of 10 December 2003.

4.8 Article 32 of the 2014 Constitution guarantees “the freedom of information and the right of access to information and communication networks”. This right was operationalised through Organic Law 2016-22 dated 24 March 2016.

5. (E) Freedom of peaceful assembly

5.1 During Tunisia’s examination under the 2nd UPR cycle, the government received seven recommendations on the right to freedom of peaceful assembly, which were all accepted by the Government of Tunisia. Among other recommendations, the government committed to ensuring that the freedom of peaceful assembly is to be guaranteed under the Constitution and to remove remnants of Ben Ali-era legal codes that stifle the freedom of assembly. Although two of these recommendations were fully implemented, the government has partially implemented three recommendations, and has not implemented two recommendations. The Government of Tunisia has failed to take appropriate measures to operationalise the freedom of assembly, as guaranteed in the 2014 Constitution.

5.2 Article 21 of the ICCPR guarantees the right to freedom of peaceful assembly. In addition, article 37 of the 2014 Constitution also guarantees the right to freedom of peaceful assembly. Additionally, article 5 (3) of the decree-law 2011-88 on associations explicitly states that associations have the right “to organise meetings,

---

demonstrations, conferences, workshops, and all types of civil activities”. However, in practice peaceful assemblies, public meetings and rallies are still regulated under the restrictive Law 1969-4 of 24 January 1969. Additionally, the authorities have banned legitimate assemblies and demonstrations under the pretext of a State of Emergency, while there have been instances of excessive force by security forces to disperse peaceful protests on several occasions.

5.3 Law 1969-4 of 24 January 1969 restricts the fundamental right to peaceful assembly by unwarranted providing time and place restrictions on assemblies and demonstrations. Although the law officially establishes a notification regime for public gatherings and demonstrations, it also gives the administrative authorities the power to prohibit any demonstration that “is likely to disrupt public security or public order” without being required to substantiate the grounds for the prohibition. Violation of the provisions of this law carries heavy penalties. Organisers of public meetings or assemblies are, according to article 23, liable to a prison sentence of 7 days to three months for violating article 2, namely organising a meeting without a prior declaration. Individuals who participate in an assembly that was not declared or that was forbidden can be subject to a fine of 12 to 120 dinars and a prison sentence of three months to one year.

5.4 The 1969 law further allows security officers to intervene to disperse a demonstration under the pretext of public order and disturbance of public security, allowing security personnel a gradual approach to disperse an assembly, including shooting as the ultimate step to disperse a crowd, as provided for in articles 21 and 22.

5.5 In May 2013 a proposed a draft law on the Freedom of Assembly, an initiative of the Ministry of Interior, was submitted to the Tunisian Parliament, in line with the political rights outlined in international human rights instruments such as the ICCPR. To date, the Bill has not been approved.

5.6 An issuance of a State of Emergency, based on decree-law 1978-50 of 26 January 1978, permits the authorities to suspend, ban and disperse gatherings, assemblies and strikes under Chapter 4. The State of Emergency has been invoked on several occasions, including for three months after the terrorist attacks in the city of Sousse on 4 July 2015 and after the terrorist attacks on 24 November 2015, which was extended several times until 21 July 2016. A protest march planned for 12

23 Articles 7 and 12
September 2015 was banned by the authorities in line with the State of Emergency issued by the government.  

5.7 In some instances security forces have dispersed protests with excessive force. Police have forcefully dispersed crowds of protestors in three cities since 1 September 2015. These protests were organised against a proposed law on reconciliation, which would give immunity to state officials and allegedly corrupt businesspersons who operated under the President Ben Ali regime.

6.  (F) Recommendations to the Government of Tunisia

CIVICUS and Amazigh of Tunisia call on the Government of Tunisia to create and maintain, in law and in practice, an enabling environment for civil society, in accordance with the rights enshrined in the ICCPR, the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders and Human Rights Council resolutions 22/6, 27/5 and 27/31.

At a minimum, the following conditions should be guaranteed: freedom of association, freedom of expression, freedom of peaceful assembly, the right to operate free from unwarranted state interference, the right to communicate and cooperate, the right to seek and secure funding and the state’s duty to protect. In light of this, the following specific recommendations are made:

6.1 Regarding freedom of association

- Strengthen the capacity of the Directorate of Associations, establish regional sections as to promote associative actions outside the capital.

- Take measures to foster a safe, respectful, enabling environment for civil society, including through removing legal and policy measures, which unwarrantedly limit the right to association.

- All civil society organizations which have been arbitrarily and unduly suspended should be immediately reinstated. Suspensions of CSOs should follow article 33 of decree-law 2011-88, which dictates that associations may only be suspended or dissolved following a judicial decision.

---


• Cease all harassment and intimidation, including judicial harassment, of associations that work on LGBTI rights. Additionally, orders should be issued to officials to desist from harassing LGBTI rights associations.

6.2 Regarding the protection of human rights defenders

• Civil society members, journalists and human rights defenders should be provided a safe and secure environment to carry out their work. Conduct impartial, thorough and effective investigations into all cases of attacks, harassment, and intimidation against them and bring perpetrators of such offences to justice.

• Ensure that human rights defenders are able to carry out their legitimate activities without fear or undue hindrance, obstruction or legal and administrative harassment.

• All human rights defenders including, journalists and bloggers detained for exercising their fundamental rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly should be unconditionally and immediately released. Their cases should be reviewed to prevent further harassment.

• Senior government officials should publicly condemn instances of harassment and intimidation of civil society activists, journalists and organisations. Those responsible for these actions need to be held to account.

• The Government should systematically apply legal provisions that promote and protect human rights and establish mechanisms that protect human rights activists by adopting a specific law on the protection of human rights activists in accordance with Council resolution 27.31 of the Human Rights Council.

6.3 Regarding freedom of expression, independence of the media and access to information

• Ensure freedom of expression and media freedom by bringing national legislation into line with international standards. Repeal the provisions in the Criminal Code and the Code of Military Justice regarding the criminalisation of defamation and slander. Additionally, article 86 of the 2001 Telecommunication Code must be repealed.
• Ensure that journalists and writers may work freely and without fear of retribution, including judicial harassment, for expressing critical opinions or covering topics that the Government may find sensitive.

• Take adequate steps to lift restrictions on freedom of expression and adopt a framework for the protection of journalists from persecution, intimidation and harassment.

6.4 Regarding freedom of assembly

• Best practices on freedom of peaceful assembly should be adopted, as put forward by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Peaceful Assembly and Association in his annual report (2012) which calls for simple notification rather than explicit permission to assemble.

• Law 1969-4 of 24 January 1969 should be repealed, and the draft law on Peaceful Assembly, as submitted to the Tunisian Parliament, should be considered in order to fully guarantee the constitutional right to freedom of assembly.

• Refrain from banning or restricting peaceful assemblies during a State of Emergency.

• All instances of excessive force committed by security forces while monitoring protests and demonstrations should be immediately and impartially investigated.

• Review and if necessary update existing human rights training for police and security forces with the assistance of independent nongovernmental organizations to foster more consistent application of international human rights standards, including the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms.

• Senior government officials should publically condemn the use of excessive and brutal force by security forces in the dispersal of protests. A formal investigation into such instances should be launched, and perpetrators should be brought to justice.

6.5 Regarding access to UN Special Procedures mandate holders

• The Government should extend a standing invitation to all UN Special Procedure mandate holders and prioritize official visits with the: 1) Special Rapporteur on
the situation of human rights defenders; 2) Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression.

6.6 Regarding State engagement with civil society

- Implement transparent and inclusive mechanisms of public consultations with civil society organizations on all issues mentioned above and enable more effective involvement of civil society in the preparation of law and policy.

- Include civil society organizations in the UPR process before finalizing and submitting the national report.

- Systematically consult with civil society and NGOs on the implementation of UPR including by holding periodical comprehensive consultations with a diverse range of civil society actors.

- Incorporate the results of this UPR into its action plans for the promotion and protection of all human rights, taking into account the proposals of civil society and present a midterm evaluation report to the Human Rights Council on the implementation of the recommendations of this session.

Annex 1. Thematic list of recommendations pertaining to CIVIC Space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Full list of themes</th>
<th>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Right or area: 2.1. Acceptance of international norms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 115.14. Ensure that the fundamental rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly will be guaranteed in the future Constitution, in line with Tunisia’s international obligations (Belgium); | Supported | 2.1 Acceptance of international norms  
14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression  
14.4 Right to peaceful assembly  
14.5 Freedom of association | **Association:** guaranteed in article 35 the 2014 Constitution—paragraph 2.2  
**Expression:** guaranteed in article 31 of the 2014 Constitution—paragraph 4.2  
**Assembly:** guaranteed in article 37 of the 2014 Constitution—paragraph 5.2  
**Status:** fully implemented |
<p>| <strong>Right or area: 5.1. Constitutional &amp; legislative framework</strong> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Full list of themes</th>
<th>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 114.56. Include freedom of expression, press freedom and access to information in the Constitution (Netherlands); **Source of position:** A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114 | Supported | 5.1 Constitutional and legislative framework  
14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression  
**Affected persons:**  
- general | **Freedom of expression and publication:** guaranteed in article 35 of the 2014 Constitution – paragraph 4.2  
**Freedom of information:** guaranteed in article 32 of the 2014 Constitution – paragraph 4.8  
**Status:** fully implemented |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Full list of themes</th>
<th>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114.62. Take measures to ensure that its national legislation is fully aligned with the international human rights obligations undertaken, including laws affecting the realisation of the freedom of expression and assembly (Finland);</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>14.4 Right to peaceful assembly&lt;br&gt;5.1 Constitutional and legislative framework&lt;br&gt;14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression</td>
<td><strong>Expression:</strong> the restrictive Press Code was replaced by decree-law 2011-115 on the Press, Printing and Publishing. Freedom of information is guaranteed in the 2014 Constitution and in Law 2016-22 of 24 March 2016. Freedom of expression is restricted through provisions on defamation and slander in the Criminal Code, the Code of Military Justice and the 2001 Telecommunication Code Paragraph: 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of position:</strong> A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114</td>
<td></td>
<td>Affected persons:&lt;br&gt;- general</td>
<td><strong>Assembly:</strong> Although the freedom of assembly is guaranteed in the 2014 Constitution, assemblies are regulated by law 1969-4 of 24 January 1969, which is not in line with the constitutional right to freedom of assembly. A draft law on peaceful assembly, although introduced in the Tunisian Parliament, has not yet been approved. Paragraph: 5.3 – 5.4 – 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Status:</strong> Partially implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Full list of themes</td>
<td>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 114.73. Integrate into the new Constitution important human rights guarantees, including the right to non-discrimination, freedom of expression, association and assembly, the independence of the judiciary, protection from torture and other forms of ill-treatment, the protection of the rights of the minorities, the right to life, and the protection of economic, social and cultural rights (Germany); Source of position: A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114 | Supported | 8 Equality & non-discrimination  
21 Economic, social & cultural rights - general measures of implementation  
14.5 Freedom of association  
15.1 Administration of justice & fair trial  
12.1 Right to life  
14.4 Right to peaceful assembly  
5.1 Constitutional and legislative framework  
12.5 Prohibition of torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment  
32 Members of minorities  
14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression | Association: guaranteed in article 35 the 2014 Constitution – paragraph 2.2  
Expression: guaranteed in article 31 of the 2014 Constitution – paragraph 4.2  
Assembly: guaranteed in article 37 of the 2014 Constitution – paragraph 5.2 | Status: fully implemented for the above three freedoms |

**Right or area: 14.2. Freedom of thought, conscience and religion**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Full list of themes</th>
<th>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114.64. Make further efforts to ensure the freedom of the media, the freedom of expression and the freedoms of thought and belief, continue to lay solid foundations for a democratic system, and strive to achieve economic and social development (Lebanon);</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>21 Economic, social &amp; cultural rights - general measures of implementation 14.2 Freedom of thought, conscience and religion 14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression</td>
<td>Freedom of the media and expression: although the 2014 Constitution guarantees the freedom of expression, and some new laws and decrees related to freedom of expression and media were enacted (decree-law 2011-115 and decree-law 2011-116), freedom of expression is restricted through provisions on defamation and slander in the Criminal Code, the Code of Military Justice and the 2001 Telecommunication Code. Paragraph: 4.4 Status: Partially implemented (for freedom of expression and media).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Right or area: 14.3. Freedom of opinion and expression**
114.55. Adopt measures to guarantee adequate protection and respect for the right to information, and freedoms of expression, and the press (Spain); Take further steps in order to guarantee freedom of expression, including freedom of expression on the internet (Greece); Adopt appropriate legislation to ensure better protection for the freedom of expression, the freedom of the press, and the freedom of information (Congo); Guarantee in law and in fact the freedom of expression, freedom of the press and freedom of assembly and association, in conformity with ICCPR (France);

**Source of position:** A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Full list of themes</th>
<th>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 114.57. Continue pursuing policy measures towards media plurality and independence (Slovakia); **Source of position:** A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114 | Supported | 14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression  
5.2 Institutions & policies - General  
**Affected persons:**  
- general  
- media | **Decree 2011-116 of 2 November 2011,** which allows the licensing of private media, and setting up an independent administrative authority – Haute Autorité Indépendent de la Communication Audiovisuelle (HAICA)  
**Decree 2011-115 of 2 November 2011** on the Press, Printing and Publishing replaces the previous restrictive Press Code  
Tunisia signed the Arab Declaration on Media Freedom on 26 August 2016, which commits to media freedom and independent journalism  
Paragraph: 4.3  
Status: partially implemented |
| 114.58. Take appropriate measures to ensure that freedoms of assembly and expression are not threatened, and to combat impunity of those identified as responsible for human rights violations (Sweden); **Source of position:** A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114 | Supported | 14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression  
14.4 Right to peaceful assembly  
16 Right to an effective remedy, impunity  
**Affected persons:**  
- general | **Appropriate measures to ensure that freedom of assembly and expression are not threatened:** legal provisions are in place that restrict the freedom of expression (Criminal Code, Code of Military Justice, Telecommunication Code) and the freedom of assembly (law 1969-4 of 24 January 1969).  
Paragraph: 4.4  
**Combat impunity:** several attacks and harassment against journalists  
Paragraph: 3.4 – 3.5  
Status: Not implemented |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Full list of themes</th>
<th>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 114.59. Revise remnants of Ben Ali-era legal code that stifle the freedoms of expression, assembly, and religion so as to fully protect those rights in accordance with international human rights law (United States of America); **Source of position:** A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114 | Supported | 14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression  
5.1 Constitutional and legislative framework  
14.2 Freedom of thought, conscience and religion  
14.4 Right to peaceful assembly | **Expression:** provisions that criminalise defamation are still in place (Criminal Code, Code of Military Justice, Telecommunication Code)  
**Paragraph:** 4.4  
**Assembly:** Although the freedom of assembly is guaranteed in the 2014 Constitution, law 1969-4 of 24 January 1969 is still in place  
**Paragraph:** 5.3 - 5.4 - 5.5  
**Status:** not implemented for the freedom of assembly and expression |
| 114.60. Take all measures to protect journalists in the fulfilment of their mission by implementing the provisions of the new Press Code which criminalize aggressions against them (Austria); **Source of position:** A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114 | Supported | 14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression  
5.1 Constitutional and legislative framework  
**Affected persons:**  
- media | **Several cases of aggressions and attacks against journalists.**  
**Paragraph:** 3.4 - 3.5  
**Status:** not implemented |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Full list of themes</th>
<th>Assessment/comments on level of implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114.63. Continue the process of political reforms, especially to ensure freedom of expression, freedom of thought and the right to demonstrate (Chile);</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression</td>
<td><strong>Expression:</strong> the restrictive Press Code was replaced by decree-law 2011-115 on the Press, Printing and Publishing. Freedom of information is guaranteed in the 2014 Constitution and in Law 2016-22 of 24 March 2016. Freedom of expression is restricted through provisions on defamation and slander in the Criminal Code, the Code of Military Justice and the 2001 Telecommunication Code. Tunisia signed the Arab Declaration on Media Freedom on 26 August 2016. Paragraph: 4.3 - 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of position:</strong> A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 114</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.2 Freedom of thought, conscience and religion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.4 Right to peaceful assembly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Affected persons:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- general</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117.3. Eliminate provisions criminalizing defamation (Czech Republic).</td>
<td>Noted</td>
<td>14.3 Freedom of opinion and expression</td>
<td>Provisions in the Criminal Code and the Code of Military Justice regarding defamation are still in vigour and are being used against bloggers and journalists, despite provisions in decree-law 2011-115 that provides for fines, instead of prison sentences, for defamation. Paragraph: 4.4 – 4.5 – 4.6 – 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of position:</strong> A/HRC/21/5 - Para. 117</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1 Constitutional and legislative framework</td>
<td><strong>Status:</strong> partially implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Affected persons:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- general</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>